Custom Trade Show Premiums from trafficstoppers.com 631-368-0761

These easy to do tricks make a great addition to the booth presentation.
In addition to the prices quoted, there is a set-up fee of $50.00 per screen per
color. No additional charge for one color imprint. $40.00 color match fee.
.10 per card per additional color. Minimum order 1000 pcs.

Three Card Monte: Always a winner! In effect, the center, red card, changes into
one with your customized logo on it. $1125.00/M

Magical Block: Magically change a penny into a dime, all with the power of your
logo! The magical block is a simple, effective and eye-popping trick. Your logo or
information can be screened on the back of this product. $1500.00/M

Crystal Puzzle Box: As much a magic trick as it is a puzzle, this ingenious box will
keep people talking. Though apparently impossible to open, inside this box can be
placed any one of a number of incentive items, from business cards and vital
information to candy or prizes. It's easy for those that know the secret! Easily
imprintable with ink, or can be engraved with your logo for a nominal fee, making a
fascinating, attention-grabbing souvenir. $1500.00/M

Number Mystery: Instantly divine a birthday, the spectator's age, or any other
thought of number! Easy to do. Your logo is easily integrated on the back-side of this
easy, amazing trick. $1500.00/M

Miracle Card Case: This device allows you to change one object for another, or
cause messages to appear like magic. Imprinted on two sides with your logo.
$1400.00/M

Tel-A-Vision Box: A mind reading effect. Spectator selects their favorite color of six
on a plastic cube (one color on each face). The cube is sealed inside the Tel-A-Vision
Box. The magician instantly knows which color was selected! Box or cube can be
customized. $1400.00/M (additional charges apply to have both box and cube
customized)

Hypnotic Choice: The spectator has a completely free selection of any one of three
"hypnotic" symbol cards. There is no force of cards.
Despite a completely fair selection process, the magician never fails to determine
which one of the cards the spectator has selected. In fact, the magician claims he has
"hypnotized" the spectator into selecting a specific card.
To prove his claims, the magician shows that he knew in advance which card he
would force the spectator to choose through apparent "hypnosis." $1500.00/M

